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Abstract
We address the problem of 3-D reconstruction from a single perspective view of a mirror symmetric scene. We
establish the fundamental result that it is geometrically
equivalent to observing the scene with two cameras, the
cameras being symmetrical with respect to the unknown 3D symmetry plane. All traditional tools of classical 2-view
stereo can then be applied, and the concepts of fundamental/essential matrix, epipolar geometry, rectification and
disparity hold. However, the problems are greatly simplified here, as the rectification process and the computation
of epipolar geometry can be easily performed from the
original view only. If the camera is calibrated, we show
how to synthesize the symmetric image generated by the
same physical camera. An Euclidean reconstruction of the
scene can then be computed from the resulting stereo pair.
To validate this novel formulation, we have processed
many real images, and show examples of 3-D reconstruction.

1. Introduction
Symmetry is a rich source of information in images.
Mirror symmetry (also called bilateral symmetry) is a
property shared by many natural and man-made objects. A
3-D object exhibits mirror symmetry if there exists a plane
that separates the object into two (identical) chiral parts.
The plane is called symmetry plane. For each point of such
an object, there exists an identical symmetric point that
also belongs to the object. A line joining two symmetric
points is called a symmetry line. All symmetry lines are
perpendicular to the symmetry plane, which by construction contains all symmetry pair midpoints.
Methods to exploit symmetry and infer constraints on
the 3D reconstructed shape of the object/scene have a long
history in Computer Vision. Based on the assumption that
“a skew symmetry depicts a real symmetry viewed from
some unknown angle” (Kanade [5]), a large number of
approaches rely on the analysis of skewed symmetries in
images to infer constraints on the 3-D geometry of

depicted objects. In most cases, (scaled) orthographic projection is assumed (see e.g. [7][2]). A more limited number of studies deal with symmetry observed under
perspective projection. Some (e.g. [11][6]) use the vanishing point of symmetry lines, whose computation is unstable unless the perspective distortion is severe. Different
studies make use of the epipolar geometry arising from the
bilateral symmetry of a scene in a single perspective view
(see e.g. [9][12][10][4]).
We establish more general epipolar projective properties of single views of mirror symmetric scenes, and apply
them in a different context: we perform Euclidean 3-D
reconstruction of mirror symmetric objects from a single
perspective view using traditional 2-view stereo geometry.
This is allowed by the mirror-stereo theorem.
Theorem: One perspective view of a mirror symmetric
scene, taken with an arbitrary projective camera, is geometrically equivalent to two perspective views of the scene
from two projective cameras symmetrical with respect to
the unknown 3-D symmetry plane.
We show how to extract the epipolar geometry relating
the two views from the single input image. Classical 2view stereo results can then be applied (see e.g. [1] or [3]),
and the concepts of fundamental/essential matrix, epipolar
geometry, rectification and disparity hold. If the camera is
calibrated, we show how to synthesize the image generated by the original camera placed symmetrically, in order
to be able to use traditional 2-view stereo tools to obtain
an Euclidean reconstruction of the scene.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 and section 3, we establish two lemmas used in the proof of the
mirror-stereo theorem, given in section 4. In section 5, we
show in the case of a calibrated pinhole camera, how to
build a virtual view taken by the same camera placed symmetrically in location and orientation. Examples of Euclidean 3-D reconstructions obtained from such pairs with an
off-the-shelf stereo package are presented. A summary of
the contribution concludes the paper in section 6.
Throughout the paper, the approach and notation used
are consistent with that of [3].

2. Virtual view

respect to the ( Ω, y, z ) plane is X = ZX , where

Lemma 1: The image of a scene that is symmetric with
respect to an unknown plane, formed by an arbitrary projective camera, is identical to the image of the scene
formed by the (virtual) projective camera symmetric of the
first one with respect to the scene’s 3-D (unknown) symmetry plane.
Without loss of generality, we place the origin Ω of the
world Euclidean, orthogonal, right-handed coordinate system ( Ω, x, y, z ) on the symmetry plane, which we also
define as the ( Ω, y, z ) plane. The setting is illustrated in
figure 1. Let X denote a world point represented by the
y
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Thus the image point x of the world point X seen by
camera C is:
x = M [ I – C̃ ]X = M [ I – C̃ ]ZX
Consider now the virtual camera C , symmetrical of
camera C with respect to the object’s symmetry plane. By
construction, its center is C = ZC , and it projects a world
point X into the image point x′ such that:
˜ ]X , where M = MZ̃
x′ = M [ I – C
Replacing symmetric elements by their expression, we
get:
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x′ = MZ̃ [ I – Z̃C̃ ]X = M [ I – C̃ ]ZX = x and
x′ = MZ̃ [ I – Z̃C̃ ]ZX = M [ I – C̃ ]ZZX = x
It follows that the image of a pair of symmetric points
viewed by the real camera is identical to the image of the
same symmetric pair viewed by the virtual symmetric
camera, the actual image points of the symmetric points
being reversed in the real and virtual view. Q.E.D.

3. Through the looking glass
z
Figure 1. Symmetrical points seen from symmetrical cameras
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by a 3x4 projection matrix P = M [ I – C̃ ] , where M is a
3x3 matrix, and C̃ denotes the inhomogeneous 3-vector of
the camera center coordinates in the world coordinate system. X is mapped to x according to the relation
x = M [ I – C̃ ]X .
By construction, the world point symmetric to X with

Lemma 2: In stereo pair of images of a mirror symmetric
scene, taken by cameras whose centers are symmetrical
with respect to the scene’s symmetry plane, the epipolar
lines are images of symmetry lines, and reversely symmetry lines project into epipolar lines.
Symmetry lines are 3-D lines perpendicular to the symmetry plane. With the notations defined above (see figure
1), for any world point X , the lines XX and CC are parallel by construction. It follows that the epipolar plane containing a point X also contains the symmetric point X ,
and consequently the corresponding symmetry line XX . In
other words, all symmetry lines lie in an epipolar plane. It
results that the epipolar line defined by the epipolar plane
in each image is also the projection of all symmetry lines
contained in this plane. Reversely, any symmetry line
projects into the epipolar line defined by the epipolar plane
containing the symmetry line. Q.E.D.

4. Mirror-stereo theorem
Per Lemma 2, the symmetry lines in a single perspective view of a mirror symmetric scene, taken by an arbitrary projective camera, are also the epipolar lines of the
stereo pair consisting of the given image and the image
formed by any projective camera located symmetrically,
and thus completely characterize the epipolar geometry
between such a view and the original view. Per Lemma 1,
one such view, specifically the one taken by the virtual
camera symmetrical to the real one with respect to the
scene’s symmetry plane, is actually the same image as the
original. In those two (identical) images, the image points
of a world point and its (world) symmetrical point are
reversed. It results that the original image is geometrically
equivalent to two views from two different positions,
related by a computable epipolar geometry. Q.E.D.
Given the epipolar pencil and a set of point correspondences in the one real image, it is possible, using classical
epipolar geometry results, to compute the fundamental
matrix relating the two views, the camera matrices (up to a
projective transformation), and for each point correspondence, the 3-D point that projects to those points (up to a
projective transformation). Note that additional constraints
derived from the mirror symmetry property can be used to
make those computations simpler than in the general case,
as computations can be done in a single image.

The 3x3 matrix K is the camera calibration matrix. R
is the 3x3 transform matrix from the world coordinate system to the camera coordinate system, in this case a rotaT

tion, defined by R = e T e T e T , where ( e 1, e 2, e 3 ) is
1 2 3
the orthonormal basis of the Euclidean coordinate system
associated with the camera.
Let ( e 1 ′, e 2 ′, e 3 ′ ) be the orthonormal basis of the
Euclidean coordinate system associated with the virtual
symmetrical camera. By construction, e j ′ = e j = Ze j .
Because of the symmetry, this coordinate system’s orientation is reversed compared to that of ( e 1, e 2, e 3 ) (i.e. if one
is right-handed, the other is left-handed).
The virtual camera projects the world point X into the
image point x′ according to:
x′ = KRZ [ I – C̃ ]X = KR [ I – C̃ ]X
T

where R = RZ̃ = e T e T e T
1
2
3
The image point of the same world point seen by the
physical camera placed in C and with principal axis direcT

tion e 3 is:
x″ = KR″ [ I – C̃ ]X

5. Application
We developed our novel formulation to use existing 2view stereo tools to perform 3-D reconstruction of mirror
symmetric objects from a single, real perspective image.
Such systems take as input two images, taken by the same
physical camera from different positions, and sometimes
require the images to be rectified. If the rectification poses
no theoretical problem given the availability of epipolar
pencils, the synthesis of a virtual symmetric view taken by
a physical camera requires more work. We show how to
build such an image in the case of a calibrated pinhole
camera, in order to allow Euclidean reconstruction of the
scene. We then present one example of the results obtained
by processing image pairs made of one real perspective
image of a mirror symmetric object, and one synthetic
symmetric view, in an off-the-shelf commercial package,
Eos Systems’ PhotoModeler Pro 4.0 [8].

5.1. Calibrated pinhole camera case
Suppose the camera used to take the available picture is
a pinhole camera. It projects the world point into the
image point according to the formula:
x = KR [ I ( – C̃ ) ]X

where R″ = e ″ T e ″ T e T
1
2
3

T

and ( e 1 ″, e 2 ″ ) is an orthonormal basis of the principal
plane such that ( e 1 ″, e 2 ″, e 3 ) has the same orientation as
( e 1, e 2, e 3 ) (both are either right or left-handed). Such a
basis is obtained by applying an arbitrary rotation to the
basis ( e 1, e 2 ) in the plane it defines, and inverting the
direction of one of the axes. The rotation of the coordinate
system corresponds to a rotation of the physical camera
around its optical axis. The simplest analytic form naturally corresponds to no rotation, i.e. to the cases where the
real camera coordinate system axes are aligned with that
of the virtual (symmetric) ones, the direction of one of the
axes being reversed to preserve the coordinate system’s
orientation. The two corresponding cases are shown in figure 2. For sake of clarity and simplicity, without loss of
generality, we only consider an inversion of the x-axis. It
follows that if the camera is calibrated, then the symmetric
view of the virtual stereo pair can be obtained by simply
performing a horizontal mirror of the original image with
respect to a vertical axis going through the principal point.

5.2. Stealth fighter model
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Figure 2. How to relate the virtual view and the
real camera’s view from the virtual viewpoint.
The following reconstruction examples have been computed from image pairs made of a real image and the synthetic symmetric view produced according to this
principle. Point correspondences were given by hand. If
dense correspondences would allow a dense reconstruction, the usual correlation method used in 2-view stereo
will generally not work since the two mirror views correspond to viewing directions far apart.
Also note that any deviations of the camera from the
pinhole model (e.g. radial distortion) can be corrected during the initial calibration process, without invalidating the
described reconstruction method.

a. Input image (left) of a (toy) F117 and inverted image
(right), with overlaid epipolar pencils.

b. Wireframe model of the F117 and computed
corresponding camera positions

Our first example is a toy F-117 Stealth fighter. The
input image and synthesized symmetric view are presented
in figure 3a with their epipolar pencils. The internal
parameters of the digital camera used were determined
using Photomodeler’s calibration tool. After specifying a
minimum number of point correspondences between the
two images, the software was able to perform a full calibration of both camera positions and to infer the 3-D position of the object points. Adding more point and line
correspondences allowed to obtain a 3-D wireframe model
of the object presented in figure 3b. Note that the recovered object is mirror symmetric, and that the recovered
cameras are actually symmetrical in location and orientation with respect to the object’s symmetry plane, properties that are not used at any point in Photomodeler’s
reconstruction algorithms (the symmetry property is only
used to synthesize the symmetric view). Once the 3-D
inference is performed, a 3-D surface model can be produced (figure 3c) and the texture can be extracted from the
images (figure 3d). The construction of this 3-D textured
model took only a few minutes to a novice Photomodeler
user. Incorporating symmetry derived constraints in the
workflow and in the interface would greatly facilitate the
process and reduce the time needed to build a model,
while also helping in improving the accuracy of the manual input.

c. 3-D surface model of the F117

d. Textured model of the F117

Figure 3. F117 Stealth Fighter model.

5.3. Face model
The technique clearly applies beautifully to perfectly
symmetric objects. We also wanted to try the more challenging problem posed by (quasi-)human faces. We used a
bust of Darth Maul which is fairly symmetric. The input
image is presented in figure 4(a). The resulting textured
model is shown in figure 4(b). The polygonal model,
although coarse, captures the geometry of the face fairly
well, so that the resulting textured model is easily recognized as a face under various viewpoints.

6. Conclusion
We have proved the fundamental result that a single
perspective view of a mirror symmetric scene, taken by an
arbitrary projective camera, is geometrically equivalent to
two perspective views of the scene with two cameras that
are symmetric with respect to the unknown 3-D symmetry
plane. In the case of a calibrated pinhole camera, we have
shown how to build a virtual stereo pair by synthesizing
the view taken by the same physical camera located and
oriented symmetrically. Such virtual stereo pairs allow to
produce Euclidean reconstruction using traditional 2-view
stereo tools, examples of which were presented.

a. Input image (left) of a Darth Maul bust and inverted
image (right), used as a stereo pair

b. Textured polygonal model of Darth Maul’s face
Figure 4. Darth Maul face model.

Additional constraints derived from the mirror symmetry property can be used to make the 2-view stereo computations simpler than in the general case. They can also be
used to enhance reconstruction application workflow and
interface to improve robustness and accuracy of manual
interventions.
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